
 
 

THE ROYAL BALLET’S MAGICAL  

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND ON SCREEN 

MONDAY 23 OCTOBER AT 7.15PM 

 

Tumble down the rabbit hole with The Royal Ballet this autumn with Christopher Wheeldon’s exciting 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland live in cinemas worldwide on Monday 23 October at 7.15pm.  

 
The original cast takes to the screen in this madcap adaptation of Lewis Caroll’s story. Exuding a girlish 

charm, Alice, danced by British Principal Lauren Cuthbertson, is joined by a host of familiar characters 

including the jittery White Rabbit, the eccentric, tap-dancing Mad Hatter, the enigmatic Caterpillar and 

the ferocious Queen of Hearts.  

This much-loved story is reimagined with quirky designs by Bob Crowley as we follow Alice into 

Wonderland across a lake of tears, playing croquet with flamingos and attending a deranged tea party. 

Drawing upon a wealth of theatrical effects, including projection and puppetry, Crowley creates a 

mesmerising world of enchantment from the grinning Cheshire Cat to the sinuous Caterpillar with his 16 

legs of ballet dancers en pointe. 



A feast for the senses, Wheeldon’s spectacular ballet brings to life Carroll’s famous story with a menagerie 

of colours, characters and compelling choreography, whilst Joby Talbot’s lively score provides the perfect 

accompaniment to the ballet.  

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland was the first full ballet created for the Company since 1995 and premiered 

in 2011 with sold-out performances.  

 

The next production in the 2017/18 ROH Live Cinema Season is The Royal Ballet’s festive favourite The 

Nutcracker on Tuesday 5 December at 7.15pm. 

For more information or to find a cinema near you please visit: www.roh.org.uk/cinema  

ENDS 

 

Notes to Editors: 

 

The Royal Opera House leads the way in providing world-class opera and ballet both to cinemas 

and a variety of digital platforms. Broadcasting to 35 different countries, roughly 760,000 people 

worldwide saw a Royal Opera House production in their local cinema during the 2016/17 Season. 

Its broadcast of The Nutcracker in December 2016, topped the UK box office figures with over 

70,000 attending a screening of the production.  Other digital platforms include the Royal Opera 

House YouTube channel with over 260,000 subscribers - the most of any arts organisation in the 

UK - CDs, DVDs and Blu-Ray from the Opus Arte label, BBC Radio and Television, Sky Arts and 

Digital Theatre. 

 

Images of can be downloaded here: https://tinyurl.com/yafwxxt9  
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